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February 23, 2009  

 
Addendum No. 5,  
- Answers contractor’s questions  
 
1. The following answers are in response to contractor questions 
 
Q: Please confirm the total architectural fee amount that we are to carry in the  
Design/ Build Agreement is $3,410,000  
 
A: Use the following amounts for design fees,  
Architect $3,420,000  
Civil $110,500  
Total $3,520,500  
 
Q: Please confirm that the 12% reimbursable allowance is to be added to the amount in 
the item above.  
 
A: Yes, Apply to both Civil and Architectural  
 
Q: Please confirm that the civil and surveying fees that we are to carry in the 
Design/Build agreement is $110,500. Also, please confirm that the reimbursable costs 
required is toe be carried in addition to this amount at the same percentage as in the 
item above.  
 
A: Yes  
 
Q: Is the helicopter pad part of the base bid or is it part of the alternate as  
indicated?  
 
A: Yes, Helicopter pad is part of all bids, base, and alternate 1 and 2.  
 
Q: Please forward the garage precast concrete tab sheet and precast award scope sheets 
including the total dollar amount.  
 
A: Parking ramp has been deleted.  
 
Q: Please forward the owner allowance for drilled caisson as outlined in item #9a of the 
Pre-proposal meeting minutes.  
 
A: Should be enough information on drawings to bid  
 
Q:  Please provide the owner allowance for installation of the owner supplied 
equipment as outlined in item #9e of the Pre-proposal meeting minutes.   
 
A: Exclude from bid 



Q:  Narratives for alternate 1 and 2 call for a new 20,000 fuel oil tank on page 4.  The 
base bid narrative does not call for this.  Do we assume one will need to be provided? 
 
A:  Yes 
 
Q:  The base narrative discusses the need for new plumbing and med-gas lines from the 
central plant to the new addition.  There is no mention of a new steam, condensate or 
chilled lines.  Are new lines needed or will the existing lines handle the increased load? 
 
A: New chilled water, steam, condensate will be routed in a trench from the powerhouse to 
the ground floor mechanical room.  Heating hot water will be made in the mechanical room 
in the addition.  
 
Q:  Is electrical responsible to wire the fire smoke dampers or will this need to be  
included in the control contractors budget?   
 
A: Yes, electrical will wire the fire smoke dampers. 
 
Q:  What is our scope on the helipad?  Do we need to supply drainage with an 
interceptor?  Fuel oil piping?  Snow melt? 
 
A: This will be a package system.  We will provide all connections requested from the 
vendor.  In addition to those mentioned above a fire water line for a foam system will be 
required.   
 
Q:  Are we to assume any new air handler going into the existing 3rd floor mechanical 
room can be either built up or modular? 
 
A:  All air handling units will be custom type.  
 
Q:  Electrical equipment manufacturer currently installed in the facility. 
 
A: Currently the facility has GE and Square D.  Either manufacturer is fine, but they do 
prefer Square D. 
 
Q:  Emergency generator and transfer switch manufacturer currently in the facility. 
 
A:  The existing generators are Detroit Diesel and the transfer switches are ASCO. 
 
Q:  Owner vendor for Nurse Call System. 
 
A:  Dukane Manufacturer ( I do not know the local vendor ) 
 
Q:  Owner vendor for CAQTV system. 
 
A: Awaiting call from CCMH 
 
Q: Owner vendor for CCTV system. 
 



A:  Awaiting call from CCMH 
 
Q:  Owner vendor for Fetal/Patient Monitoring/Telemetry. 
 
A: Awaiting call from CCMH 
 
Q: Existing brand of Card Access System. 
 
A:  Awaiting call from CCMH 
 


